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As a Produce Buyer, responsible for Establishing and monitoring a retailer 
timetable for all store openings and remodels involving the produce department. 
Coordinating new member transitions in addition to store openings and remodels.

FEBRUARY 2005 – JANUARY 2008
PRODUCE BUYER - ABC CORPORATION

 Purchased and Sold over 1.5 million cases per year.
 Accomplished an average of 31% increase in the tomato category sales at 

Spartan Retail Stores due to a new plan-o-gram and variety scale that was 
implemented at store level.

 Budgeted inventory levels, utilizing system tools to analyze and react to trends.
 Had customer service level rates of an average of 97.2% Negotiated daily 

pricing Accomplished New Growth and Sales budget.
 Purchased fresh, organic produce for both distribution centers in the Great 

Lakes region.
 Maintained inventory and freshness on 150 items on a diurnal schedule while 

also managing shrink in the most cost effective way.
 Communicated with vendors and producers to receive the highest quality 

produce in a timely fashion has been the most rewarding.

2000 – 2005
PRODUCE BUYER - DELTA CORPORATION

 Strategically purchased raw produce supporting 3 production facilities, with 
strong focus on short shelf life control; average 3-4M pounds in weekly .

 duties included, but not limited to, introduced new items to merchandising; 
forecasted movement of a million dollars in inventory on a day to day .

 Worked with vendors and merchandising to build program; offered store and 
customer support; worked with transportation department to maximize load .

 Buying produce daily and artage shipment to our 9 store location Quality control
incoming and outgoing prouct Taking care of bills, invoices, PO and .

 Order supplies Invertory Stock ,rotate floor Sales , forecasting projected sales 
Building Displays Hitting sales target Accomplishments Employee of .

 Wholesale Restaurant Equipment, Supplies and Products Accountable for all 
facets of sourcing, buying, vendor relations, and contract administration .

 Supervise and direct staff of 13 produce managers; collaborate on store needs, 
products, and visually appealing produce displays.
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EDUCATION

BS In Leadership And Development

SKILLS

MS Office, Team Work.
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